
Height (cm): 51.6
Width (cm): 5.8
5.8
Tube diameter (cm): 1.8

2018028003

Kettle spike

Kettle spike

Item number: 2018028003 Black
EAN: 5701581496187 

Packaging unit 3
Material: Metal/Aluminium
, Light source  
Area: Outdoor

The possibilities are endless with the Kettle series, as you can de-
termine the type of lamp you want with the replaceable accessories. 
Design and functionality are carefully thought through, so the series 
beautifully illuminates your everyday life - both inside and outside. Kettle 
is not only decorative, it also provides a good light, and simultaneously 
the brightness of the light can be adjusted in three levels. The built-in 
battery has a durability up to five hours at full power and even longer if 
the light is turned down to a cozy lighting. The battery is easily charged 
via the included USB cable. 

Nordlux A/S - nordlux@nordlux.com - www.nordlux.com



Height (cm): 34.4
Width (cm): 18.3
16.2
Tube diameter (cm): 2.4

2018035014

Kettle Tripod 31

Kettle Tripod 31

Item number: 2018035014 Nature (brown)
EAN: 5701581496484 

Packaging unit 3
Material: Wood/Metal
, Light source  
Area: Outdoor

The possibilities are endless with the Kettle series, as you can de-
termine the type of lamp you want with the replaceable accessories. 
Design and functionality are carefully thought through, so the series 
beautifully illuminates your everyday life - both inside and outside. Kettle 
is not only decorative, it also provides a good light, and simultaneously 
the brightness of the light can be adjusted in three levels. The built-in 
battery has a durability up to five hours at full power and even longer if 
the light is turned down to a cozy lighting. The battery is easily charged 
via the included USB cable. 

Nordlux A/S - nordlux@nordlux.com - www.nordlux.com



Height (cm): 34.4
Width (cm): 17.9
15.7
Tube diameter (cm): 1.6

2018035003

Kettle tripod 31

Kettle tripod 31

Item number: 2018035003 Black
EAN: 5701581496385 

Packaging unit 3
Material: Metal
, Light source  
Area: Outdoor

The possibilities are endless with the Kettle series, as you can de-
termine the type of lamp you want with the replaceable accessories. 
Design and functionality are carefully thought through, so the series 
beautifully illuminates your everyday life - both inside and outside. Kettle 
is not only decorative, it also provides a good light, and simultaneously 
the brightness of the light can be adjusted in three levels. The built-in 
battery has a durability up to five hours at full power and even longer if 
the light is turned down to a cozy lighting. The battery is easily charged 
via the included USB cable. 

Nordlux A/S - nordlux@nordlux.com - www.nordlux.com



Height (cm): 102.3
Width (cm): 37
32.5
Tube diameter (cm): 2.4

2018044014

Kettle Tripod 100

Kettle Tripod 100

Item number: 2018044014 Nature (brown)
EAN: 5701581496682 

Packaging unit 3
Material: Wood/Metal
, Light source  
Area: Outdoor

The possibilities are endless with the Kettle series, as you can de-
termine the type of lamp you want with the replaceable accessories. 
Design and functionality are carefully thought through, so the series 
beautifully illuminates your everyday life - both inside and outside. Kettle 
is not only decorative, it also provides a good light, and simultaneously 
the brightness of the light can be adjusted in three levels. The built-in 
battery has a durability up to five hours at full power and even longer if 
the light is turned down to a cozy lighting. The battery is easily charged 
via the included USB cable. 

Nordlux A/S - nordlux@nordlux.com - www.nordlux.com



Height (cm): 102.9
Width (cm): 36.7
32
Tube diameter (cm): 1.6

2018044003

Kettle tripod 100

Kettle tripod 100

Item number: 2018044003 Black
EAN: 5701581496583 

Packaging unit 3
Material: Metal
, Light source  
Area: Outdoor

The possibilities are endless with the Kettle series, as you can de-
termine the type of lamp you want with the replaceable accessories. 
Design and functionality are carefully thought through, so the series 
beautifully illuminates your everyday life - both inside and outside. Kettle 
is not only decorative, it also provides a good light, and simultaneously 
the brightness of the light can be adjusted in three levels. The built-in 
battery has a durability up to five hours at full power and even longer if 
the light is turned down to a cozy lighting. The battery is easily charged 
via the included USB cable. 

Nordlux A/S - nordlux@nordlux.com - www.nordlux.com


